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Abstract

In this thesis we explore up to which extent eye pupil diameter, measured
through an eye tracking device, reflects levels of empathy among individu-
als during a specific task performance. The analysis is conducted based on
the eye tracker data collected during an experiment designed by Bhurtel
et al [1]. Empathy is a complex phenomena defined by various definitions
and it is challenging to measure it. Here, we analyze the hypothesis that
empathy correlates with individual’s pupil size. The size of the eye pupil is
the indicator of attention (positive correlation), which means that the exist-
ing positive correlation between the empathy and pupil size could indicate
an existing correlation between attention and empathy. The results show
that from the analyzed data we could not discover correlation between em-
pathy scores and pupil size, hence it was not possible to investigate further
the relation between empathy and attention. Moreover, a critical discus-
sion on the experimental design is presented. In particular, we describe an
alternative experiment to better assess if empathy is correlated with atten-
tion. The new experiment could help in collecting better data and trigger
an emotional reaction among the participants, which is necessary to invoke
a higher level of empathy.

The research for this thesis as well as its writing was entirely done
between January and May 2022.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

“Where words are restrained, the eyes often talk a great deal” [2]. This
sentence with its authorship attributed to Samuel Richardson had only
had a metaphorical meaning in over 200 years. It was about to change
in the middle of 20th century when an important invention altered the
way we are able to look at the eyes. Although the attempts to build
an eye tracking device started as early as at the end of 19th century, it
was not before 1950s when the first less intrusive eye trackers were built
[3]. The eye tracking research was accelerated by the invention of the
electrooculogram - a new technique for measurement of nerve impulse
in the eye, first named and described by Elwin Marg in 1951 [4]. The
development in eye tracking techniques together with the development of
the more powerful and accessible computers, opened the door for the new
areas of the research. The eye tracking research blossomed in the 1970s and
1980s and is still evolving.

The data recorded by a modern eye tracking device can be used to
evaluate brain functions [5], explain cognition and behavior [6], measure
spatial attention [7] and recognize feelings such as empathy [8].

Empathy is one of the brain capabilities which can be estimated by
analysis of an eye tracker data. Empathy is essential in building successful
relationships. The word empathy comes from the Greek word empatheia
which means "feeling into" and was used to describe the feelings a spectator
can experience by looking at a piece of art [9]. Today’s meaning of the
word can be described as "our capacity to grasp and understand the mental
and emotional lives of others" [10]. In some social contexts it can play an
extremely important role, for instance in a doctor-patient or caregiver-
patient relationship. The empathy is a foundation to build the trust, which
is necessary for the patient to tell their story so the doctor or the caregiver
can understand the patient’s problem and by the same provide her/him
the best possible care [11].

There are many documented experiments focusing on the human
capabilities to learn empathy, many of which are rooted in the medical
context and focusing on increasing the empathy towards the patient.
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Results of some of the research indicate the higher level of empathy as a
consequence of the experiment [12], [13]. In other experiments the level of
empathy among the participants decreases, or the increase is very small
contrary to the expectations, like in the experiment of Bhurtel et al [1].
Bhurtel’s experiment is described in detail in Chapter 3.1. The results of
this research raise questions about the reason for the unexpected decrease
of the empathy among the participants. Can the decreasing empathy be
caused by the decreasing attention of the participants? How do attention
and empathy relate with each other?

The meaning of the term attention is widely discussed and throughout
the years of the research is has gained multiple explanations. According to
the traditional views, attention is a set of cognitive mechanisms maximising
the efficiency of the humans’ ability to process and store the information
[14].

1.2 Problem Statement

As well as empathy, attention cannot be directly measured. Both
capabilities can be estimated based on quantitative indicators. Eye tracker
data can provide some good candidates for such indicators to assess both
the empathy and attention. If it is possible to prove a relation between
the empathy and attention, it could help to assess empathy in an indirect
way. In this thesis eye tracker data from the previous research [1] is
used to analyze the possible correlation between the lack of attention and
decreasing empathy. In the experiment [1], participants were asked to
answer a questionnaire, answer the experiment questions and answer the
questionnaire again without having a break. This could possibly lead
to the lower ability to concentrate and higher level of impatience. Also,
contrarily to people with disabilities, participants were not trying to fulfil
their actual needs, nor were they expecting any reward. The question
builds on the suspicion the participants became tired and over-saturated
with the experiment’s tasks. The central research question of this thesis is

Are empathy and attention in individuals related with each
other?

Our starting hypothesis is

Empathy is positively correlated with eye pupil diameter.

This hypothesis will be tested by using tools from statistical learning and
data science. The research question can be detailed in the following sub-
questions:

• How significant is this relationship?

• Which statistical tools for data analysis can better uncover the
relationship between empathy and pupil diameter?

• What can a data scientist learn from this data?
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To address these questions we will also make use of the following
assumptions, which follow on from empirical knowledge (see Chapter 2):

• Pupil diameter is a measure of attention.

• Fixation duration is a measure of attention.

The attempt to answer the research question is based on the analysis of
the data from the previous research [1].

1.3 Structure of the thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 introduces the background and summarizes state of the
art. In this chapter we present the technical details and terminology
regarding eye movements, eye tracker types and the characteristics
of the data recorded by the eye tracking devices. Also in this chapter
there is a review of the eye tracking related research focusing on
studies concerning attention and empathy.

• Chapter 3 describes the data sets to be analyzed and methodology,
highlighting the previous research and the data [1] used as founda-
tion for this thesis. Later, it presents the analysis of the data from the
previous research in the context of finding the correlation between
the empathy and attention.

• The results of the data analysis are presented in the Chapter 4.

• Finally, Chapter 5 presents the discussion of the results, conclusion
and suggests directions for the future work.

The research for this thesis as well as its writing was entirely done
between January and May 2022.
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Chapter 2

Background and state of the art

This chapter explains the terminology related to eye movements and eye
tracking. It presents the most common types of the eye trackers with
their basic technical characteristics. Statistical tools used in analysis of
eye tracker data and the current state of the eye tracker based research
related to the attention and empathy are also presented in this chapter.
In the context of this thesis, an eye movement is understood as any shift
of the position of the eye in its orbit. Pupil dilation concerns the muscle
movements inside the eye, without affecting its position and therefore is
not considered as an eye movement. This understanding is common in the
field.

2.1 Eye movements

Human eye is a complex optical apparatus. The first documented
description of the eye as an optical instrument comes from the end of 16th

century. Johannes Kepler, best known for the laws of planetary motion,
was the first one to describe how the eye works. He did not recognize all
of the parts of the process correctly, but he was not far from the today’s
description [15].

Figure 2.1: Anatomy of the eye. Figure taken from
http://www.eyesightresearch.org/.
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The light reflected by the objects enters the eye through the pupil. The
pupil and iris are covered by cornea - the part of the eye that reflects the
light. The lens flips the image 180 degrees horizontally and then the image
is projected on the retina - the back of the eyeball. On the retina there are
cones and rods - cells responsible for translating the light into electrical
signal and sending them further for the processing. On the bottom of the
retina, there is a special area called fovea. This area has a high concentration
of the cones and has very high perceptively. Fovea is responsible for the
sharp vision which means that the eye’s position must be adjusted so the
light can focus on fovea in order create a sharp image of what the eye looks
at. The repositioning of fovea is the foundation of sharp vision and eye
movements play a great role in this process. The anatomy of the eye is
presented in Figure 2.1.

The eye’s position is controlled by three pairs of muscles responsible
for horizontal, vertical and torsional (roll) movements. Taxonomy of
the eye movements and the definitions may differ depending on the
sources. According to Andrew T. Duchowski [16], there are five basic type
movements the eye makes when repositioning the fovea: saccades, smooth
pursuit, vergence, vestibular and nystagmus.

Saccades are the fast movements happening in the process of repositioning
the fovea (moving the eye to the next fixation location).

Smooth pursuits are the movements happening when the eye tracks a
moving target, for instance a flying bird or the cars on the motorway
driving in the same direction as the observer.

Vergence movements are disconjugate (not paired) movements respons-
ible for the focus on a distant object.

Nystagmus movements are conjugate (paired) eye movements that can be
divided into three types: optokinetic, vestibular and physiological (also
called tremor). The two first ones are responsible for compensation
of the retinal movement of the target. The role of the last one is not
known [16], [3].

Fixations are an important part of the eye behavior registered by the eye
tracker. There are many understandings of fixation and the definition
of the term became a subject of a research itself [17]. In this thesis,
a fixation is understood as a period when the eyes are still. This
definition is technically imprecise since during the fixation the eyes
still make miniature movements: microsaccades, drift and tremor to
stabilize the retina in relation to an object. However, in the context
of this thesis the understanding of the fixation as a state when the eye
remains still is sufficient. Having explained the fixation, it is possible
to explain saccade as a rapid eye motion from one fixation to another
[3].

The eye movements can be used as a tool in mapping of the brain
functioning. These movements have been a subject of the research
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in the context of cognition (e.g. visual attention, working memory,
task switching), and give insight into disorders like attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and autism.

2.2 Pupil diameter

While the eye is the living optical device, the pupil is the gate controlling
how much of the reflected light can enter the device to be further processed
on the retina. When looking into someone else’s eyes from a short distance,
the observer can see own reflection which could remind of a small doll -
pupilla in Latin, and this is where the word pupil derives from [18].

By changing its diameter the pupil controls the amount of light
projecting the image on the retina. The more light, the higher degree of
diffusion and what comes with it - blurriness of the image. Lower amount
of light allows higher visual acuity (sharpness). Human pupil size changes
involuntarily and simultaneously in both eyes, even if only one eye is
exposed to the changing light stimuli. The pupil dilation is controlled by
two contrarily working muscles: dilator pupillae and sphincter (constrictor)
pupillae shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Muscles responsible for the changes of the pupil size. Figure
taken from Fig.2 in Ref. [19].

The average pupil size in adults in comfortable, bright light conditions
is between 2 and 4 mm in diameter [20, 18]. In dark conditions, the
pupil can resize to 8 mm with average of 7 mm. Pupil dilation is not
only dependent on the luminance factor. The pupil size changes also
depend on the emotions and mental states. These changes have much
smaller deviation than the ones caused by the changing light intensity.
The measurements of the pupil size (pupillometry), as well as the eye
movements can be an indicator for cognitive processes of the brain like
memorizing or attention. Pupillometry is used to examine patients with a
suspicion of brain or other neurological injuries. The measurements of the
pupil size are currently used ind psychological and neurological research,
and also in marketing and User Interface (UI) design.
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2.3 Eye tracking technology

The first known tools designed to track the eye movements in the late
19th century could be mistaken for torture instruments. They were
uncomfortable and required a direct attachment of a part of the machinery
to the participant’s eye. The development of the less intrusive techniques
based on the measurement of the reflection of the light in cornea in the
second part of the 20th sparked off the development of the eye trackers
commonly used nowadays. The modern eye tracking devices can be
divided in three basic categories based on their technical features.

Eye-attached tracking techniques are one of the most precise, but at the
same time the most intrusive and uncomfortable for the participants.
This technique does not provide the point of regard (area the
participant is viewing) of measurement. A search coil is an example
of such a device (Figure 2.3).

Electric potential measurement technique called Electro-OculoGraphy (EOG)
relies on the recording the differences of the electric potential on the
skin around the eye socket.

Optical technique is based on the measurement of the corneal reflection
and is the most common method used in the eye tracking research
today. Opposite to the techniques mentioned before, the video eye
trackers provide the point of regard measurement computed in real-
time. The tool can be either mounted on the table, screen or the
participant’s head. The tracker measures the reflection from the
cornea (called Purkinje reflection or Purkinje image) in relation to the
location of the center of the pupil. Tobii eye tracker is an example of
a device mounted on a computer screen (Figure 2.5)

Figure 2.3: Search coil, a type of an eye-attached eye tracker
Figure taken from Fig.8.6 in Ref. [21].

Currently many different variants of the optical video-based eye
trackers are the most common in the research. The video trackers can
track either one or both eyes. They can be either stationary or mobile: the
stationary trackers require the participant to remain still while the mobile
systems consist of a monitor and a wearable head device and allow the
participant to move freely.
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Figure 2.4: Example placement of the electrodes in an experiment using
EOG. Figure taken from Fig.1 in Ref. [22].

.

Figure 2.5: Tobii eye tracker, attachable to the screen. Figure taken from
https://m.media-amazon.com/images/.

2.4 Main theoretical background for time series ana-
lysis

Modern eye trackers can measure and record not only the eye movements
(saccades and fixations), but also pupil dilation, point of gaze, and blinking.
The observations are recorded sequentially in time at regular intervals and
represented by numbers. A collection of observations taken sequentially
in time is called a time series [23] and eye tracker data can be analysed as
time series data. Time series analysis is a set of methods used to extract
meaningful statistical information and characteristics of the time series
data. Basic sample statistics can be used in a descriptive statistical analysis
of the time series data:

Mean also called an arithmetical average, is a sum of all the values in the
analyzed sample divided by the number of observations (Figure 2.6).
It represents the typical value of the sample but not always since
the mean is very easily affected by the outliers (observation with
abnormally high or low value compared to the other values).

Variance is the average of the squared differences from the mean. It gives
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Figure 2.6: Normal distribution with mean and standard deviation. Figure
taken from Fig.1 in Ref. [24].

the information about the degree to which each point differs from the
mean.

Standard deviation is a square root of the variance. It reflects how spread
the numbers in the sample are (see Figure 2.6).

In addition to the statistical tools, time series data has characteristics
which can be identified and described by the analysis of the data:

Trend is a measurement which tells if the values of the observation
increases or decreases over time. Trends can be local or global, linear
or non-linear. Global linear trends can be used for forecasting (Figure
2.7).

Seasonality is a regularly repeating pattern related to the calendar time
periods (seasons of the year, quarters, months, days of the week)
(Figure 2.7).

Frequency is the number of observations before the seasonal pattern
repeats.

Stationarity gives the information if the statistical properties of the data
change over time. If a time series data set is stationary it means
the mean and variance of the data set are constant. If they are not
constant, the data is not stationary.

Outlires are data points which do not follow the trend and has a much
lower or higher value than the rest of the observations (Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.7: Example plot of non-stationary strongly seasonal data with an
increasing trend. Figure taken from Fig.2.3 in https://otexts.com/.

Figure 2.8: Example of an outlier in time-series data. Figure taken from
https://towardsdatascience.com/.

2.5 Statistical hypothesis testing

The results of any data analysis are based on the observations from the
sample. The sample statistics are characteristics of the sample, not the
entire population. The sample, as a part of the population, is similar
to it, but is not exactly the same. Sampling error is the difference
between the sample statistics and the population parameter. In order
to make valid conclusions regarding the population parameter based on
the sample statistics it is necessary to use inferential statistics techniques.
These techniques check the probability the results are random and ensure
unbiased results. Hypothesis testing is one of the techniques that helps to
exclude the sampling error from the results. Its main function is to establish
if a statement about a population is correct or not. The judgement is based
on the sample data and gives the probability the statement is right or wrong

10
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[25, 26].
Hypothesis testing assesses the effect of the topic of the research. In

hypothesis testing proposed by Neyman and Pearson [27] two clear, mu-
tually exclusive hypotheses about the studied population are considered:
null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis.

Null hypothesis (H0) is the first hypothesis and usually states that there is
no effect. It can be thought of as a default theory requiring a strong
evidence to be rejected. For example, in an experiment with a test
group and control group, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected if the
results from the both groups are very similar.

Test hypothesis (H1), also called alternative hypothesis or research hypothesis,
is the alternative hypothesis for the null hypothesis that the research
will test. It means that if the null hypothesis is rejected, the test
hypothesis must be accepted. Usually the test hypothesis states that
there is no-zero effect. In case of comparing the results form the
test and control group, the test hypothesis can be accepted if the
difference between the results from the groups is different than zero.

The process of accepting or rejecting the research hypothesis is based
on the decision rule. There are two possible types of mistakes that can be
made during the process:

1. Type I error (α-error) occurs when the null hypothesis is falsely rejected
(null hypothesis rejected while it is true).

2. Type II error (β-error) occurs when the null hypothesis is falsely
accepted (null hypothesis accepted while it is false and the research
hypothesis is true).

Effect size is the difference between the sample value and null hypothesis
value. For instance, for the control and test group the effect size could
be the difference of the mean value for each of the groups. The effect
size is given by:

d =
|µt − µc|

σ̃
, (2.1)

where µtest and µcontrol are the average values (scores) of the
test and control groups respectively and σ̃ is the pooled standard
deviation given by

σ̃2 =
(Nt − 1)σ2

t + (Nc − 1)σ2
c

Nt + Nc − 2
, (2.2)

where σt and σc are the standard deviations of the scores of the test
and control groups respectively.

Significance level represented by the symbol α is the probability of type I
error.

Power equals 1-β where β is the probability of the type II error.
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Hypothesis with one parameter of the population is called a simple
hypothesis. If the hypothesis contains multiple parameters, it is called a
composite hypothesis.

2.6 Use of eye tracking in research

As described earlier in Chapter 1, the beginning of eye tracking research
dates back to the end of the 19th century. The development of new
technologies utilized in eye tracking devices made them less intrusive and
more comfortable for the participants. At the same time, the growing
number of the producers makes the eye tracking devices easily available,
also for the research purposes. The application of eye tracking research
is characterized by a wide diversity. There are many examples of use
of the eye tracker in neuroscience, psychology, industrial engineering,
advertising and computer (see Figure 2.9).

Figure 2.9: Research areas where eye tracking is applied. Figure taken from
Fig.1 in Ref. [28].

The most relevant fields of eye tracking related research in the context
of this thesis are attention and empathy.

2.6.1 Eye tracker data in attention research

There is a well-known sentence stating that "everyone knows what attention
is" [29]. Many years later a complete complete opposite point of view is
presented in another research [14]. Regardless the disagreement on the
definition, attention is one of the most studied topics in the context of
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eye tracker data. It is possible to distinguish multiple types of attention:
Focused, sustained, selective, divided and switched are only some of the defined
attention types appearing in various taxonomies [30, 31]. In eye tracking
research, it is common to record the visual focus and use it for estimation
of the attention level. Thanks to their versatility, eye tracking devices
can be applied in various surroundings and contexts, making possible
participant’s natural interaction with the stimuli. Both eye movements [31,
32, 33] and changes in the pupil size [34] can be used as measurements
of the participant’s attention. Attention is closely connected to memory
load where the fixation duration and pupillometry can also be used for
estimation of the attention level [7]. Studies of attention are especially
important in the research focused on the Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD). Eye tracking has been used for emotion recognition
studies among children with ADHD where both the eye movements [35]
and pupillometry [36] are used for assessment attention level. Saccades
and fixations are used in the research as measurements of attention.

In their research on visual attention to environmental print among
young children, Neumann et al [37] used number of fixations and fixation
duration as a measurement of attention to the fixation area. The research
focused on determining what preschool children (3-5 years) look at in an
environmental print ( signs, labels, and logos). The main idea was to find
out if the contextual cues can draw children’s attention away from the print.
The experiment was supposed to estimate the value of the environmental
print in early reading development. The researchers focused on three
questions:

• How much the prereading children fixate on the words in environ-
mental print?

• Do the fixations vary depending on the type of the print?

• Do the fixations depend on the letter and word knowledge?

Eye tracker was used to record the eye movements while the participants
were looking at the photographs of the well-known logos, both with
and without the environmental context. In the analysis of the data, the
researchers used two types of measurements for (i) attention to any area
of the presented item and (ii) attention to the words only. To measure the
general attention (i) the following measurements were used:

• total number of fixations on the item was measured (sum of
individual fixations on the item)

• total fixation duration on the item (sum of individual fixation
duration on the item)

To measure the attention to the words (ii) different measures were used:

• time to first fixation (time from the presentation to the first fixation to
the word)

13



• percentage of total fixations (proportion of total fixations on the word
to the total fixations on the item)

• percentage of total fixation durations (proportion of total duration
fixations on the word to the total duration of fixations on the item)

The results of the experiment showed that the prereading children pay
attention to the words embedded in the environmental print and the prints
with larger, centrally placed words may facilitate the print learning.

In another research, Türkan et al [38] focused on change detection
performance by comparing the fixation duration among the participants
with ADHD and the control group with typical development. The
measurements used in the research were: fixation latency, fixation duration
and fixation count. The purpose of the study was to find out if the
children (aged 8-11 years) with ADHD have more difficulties in detecting
changes due to their voluntary eye movement control and attention shifting
mechanisms. The results from the group with ADHD were compared with
the results from the control group of typically developing children. The
researchers attempted to answer the following questions:

• Do the children with ADHD perform worse in the detection task than
the children with typical development?

• Does the performance depend on the type of change in the task?

• Can the differences in the performance be explained by the different
scanning strategies (eye movement patterns)?

The eye tracker recorded the eye movements of the participants while they
were doing the change detection task. In the task, participants looked at
the pairs of photographs where one photograph of each pair was slightly
changed (color, location, presence/absence change). In the analysis of the
data, the following measures of interest were used: (i) accuracy percentage
of the change detection task, (ii) average detection time of the change
detection task and (iii) eye movement measure during the change detection
task. The last measure is based on the eye tracker data and consists of the
following measurements:

• fixation latency

• duration of the first fixation

• fixation count on the changed area

• fixation duration on the changed area

The results of the experiment show the participants with ADHD had lower
change detection performance than the participants without any diagnosis.
The participants with typical development made longer fixations on the
changed area and their first fixation was also longer than among the
children with ADHD.
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Research by Smallwood et al [39] has focus on pupil diameter and
its changes in response to an external stimuli. The study test the pupil
diameter changes in the context of decoupling hypothesis. The decoupling
hypothesis states that the mind can reversibly decouple attention from
sensory information. According to this hypothesis, mental activity can
be divided in online processing of sensory information and offline mode
where the cognition which depends on the contents of memory, not the
actual stimuli. This division of thought processing allows to create internal
trains of thought without being prevented by external events. In their study
Smallwood et al address the question whether the changes of the pupil
diameter are consistent with the decoupling hypothesis. They assume the
pupil diameter can be used as a measure to assess cognitive activity during
decoupled thought.They based their assumption on the following findings
from the previous research:

• Pupil diameter changes in response to an external stimuli [40]

• Pupil diameter increases during long term memory retrieval [41]

• Pupil diameter is linked to known control processes in the brain [42]

In their research, Smallwood et al examined if the changes of pupil dia-
meter manifest the two different modes of activity defined by decoupling
hypothesis (online and offline). They defined following 5 predictions:

• Pupil diameter will increase as events in the task are encoded.

• Pupil diameter will not increase when events in the task are
presented.

• Pupil diameter will show high baseline activity which is uncoupled
from the task event.

• High baseline pupil diameter prior to probes will be indicative of
slow correct responses and/or failure to encode task events.

• Baseline pupil diameter will show a nonlinear or step-wise relation-
ship to continuous measures of external attention.

The team developed 2 tasks to test the defined predictions: a Working
Memory task and a Choice Reaction task. The result showed the pupil
diameter increased indicating the processing of task stimuli in the online
cognition. During the periods characterized by the offline thought activity
pupil diameter either not changed or showed abnormal changes. The
results of the experiment confirmed the decoupling hypothesis suggesting
that the capacity of spontaneous cognitive activity depends on minimizing
the disruptive stimuli from the external world.

Kang et al [43] investigate pupil dilation as a consequence of attentional
effort. In their research, the team investigated further the results from the
research by Smallwood [39] and focused on the question what the pupillary
changes can tell about the real-time human information processing. The
experiment consisted of two types of tasks:
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• Choice Reaction Time (CR) tasks and

• Working Memory (WM) tasks

During the experiment, pupil diameter was collected from 22 participants
by eye tracking device. The data from 16 participants passed the quality
control cut-offs and was analyzed further. The luminescent conditions
remained constant during the tasks. According to the researchers, the
results prove the pupillometry can be used to index moment-by-moment
fluctuations of attention to changes in information.

Based on the findings from the mentioned studies it is possible
to conclude that (i) the increasing number of saccades correlates with
decreasing level of attention, (ii) the longer fixation periods and pupil
dilation correlate with the higher level of attention.

2.6.2 Eye tracker data in empathy research

In psychology, the eye tracker data contributes in the studies focusing on
the emotion recognition and visual perception. The idea of using the eye
tracker to detect the participant’s emotions is relatively new and there is
not much research in this field yet [8]. Pupillometry plays a vital role in
assessing the emotions: pupil diameter is larger when the participant is
experiencing positive emotions. At the same time, there are many factors
which can affect the pupillary reaction at the same time and it can be
challenging to determine what caused the dilation in a specific situation.
The eye movements and their speed have also been used in emotion
recognition [44]. Pupil position [45], fixation duration [46] and distance
between sclera and iris [47] have also been used in the research focusing on
the emotion recognition.

Ping Liu et al [48] studied the impact of the empathy trait on
the processing of the emotional information. In their research, they
investigated the intentional bias to happy faces among high- and low-
empathy participants. The attention level was assessed by using the
Interpersonal Reactivity Index (Chinese version). The attention was
measured by using the dot-probe task and eye tracker. The following
measures were used:

• reaction time (judging the position of the probing dot)

• time to the first fixation (recorded by the eye tracker)

• total fixation duration on the area of interest

The participants were presented a selection of positive emotional words
and neutral words. They were also presented a selection of happy and
neutral faces and the reaction times were measured by the eye tracker.
Later, the results were combined with the assessed empathy levels. Based
on the eye tracker data, the high-empathy participants had longer total
fixation duration on the happy faces. This indicates that the higher
attention was positively correlated with the empathy level.
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A different approach to estimate empathy was presented by Siri Leknes
et al [49]. In their study, the team investigated the impact of the hormone
oxytocin on the emotional processing. Specifically, the study focused on
investigations of the effect of oxytocin on the evaluation of happy and
angry facial expressions, and relation of the results to the participants
sensitivity to others’ emotions. Each participant completed the task twice:
once in a session with placebo and once after the application of intranasal
oxytocin. The pupil diameter of the participants was recorded while a set
of faces with different emotional expressions was presented to them on a
computer screen. The background section of each image was adjusted so
the change of the luminance would not affect the pupil size. During the
task, the following measurements were recorded:

• perceived mood of the presented face (behavioral measurement)

• mood of the participant (behavioral measurement)

• diameter of the participant’s left eye pupil (pupillometry)

The facial expressions were divided into categories (happiness, friendli-
ness, attractiveness, sadness) and each of the categories was represented by
implicit and explicit version. The study investigated if there is a correlation
between the sensitivity to other’s emotions, the use of the oxytocin and the
pupil diameter. The results showed that the oxytocin had higher enhance-
ment on pupil dilation among the participants with the higher sensitivity
to other’s emotions.
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Chapter 3

Data and methodology

3.1 The experiment by Bhurtel et al: design, protocol
and ethical approval

As mentioned in the Chapter 1, this thesis analysis data collected for
another empathy-related study by S. Bhurtel et al [1]. In their research,
Bhurtel et al proposed an experimental protocol to promote empathy
towards non-verbal people. The protocol is based on the training of
communication with an eye tracking device. The research promotes the
idea of increasing the empathy among the participants by asking them
to use the same eye tracker based setup as used by people with lock-
in syndrome and non-verbal people with severe form of paralysis (e.g.
quadriplegia).

The aim of the study was to increase the level of empathy among
healthy participants towards people not being able to communicate
verbally or with gestures.

The experiment measured the empathy level among the participant
before and after using the eye tracker setup for communication. A total
of 44 participants were divided in control and test of 22 persons each. The
participants were master and bachelor students in the age between 20 and
40. The participants were informed about the procedure and purpose of the
study. Each participant had to sign a consent and fill out a questionnaire
regarding the demographic data. The personal data was collected and
processed according to the requirements of the Norwegian Centre for
Research Data (NSD), approved by this entity with an application reference
number 119986. In the experiment, the following methods were used to
collect the data:

• eye tracking device Tobii Pro X3-120

• eye tracker based communication interface E-tran

• questionnaire of Cognitive and Affective Empathy (QCAE) [50]

The Tobii eye tracking device was used together with the communica-
tion interface. In E-tran, the user can choose letters and symbols on digital
boards shown on a screen. The selection is made by the eye movements. In
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the tasks, the participants were asked to create 8 questions using the e-tran
interface.

The questionnaire contained 31 standard QCAE statements and 9
statements added for this particular experiment. Participants were asked
to answer how much they agree or disagree with the presented statement
on the scale from 1 to 4. The sum of the points would give the empathy
score of the participant where the higher result indicates higher empathy
level. For each of the 44 participants, two empathy scores were registered
represented by an integer number: one score summing up the points from
the 31 standard statements and one score summing up the points from all
the 40 statements (31 standard and 9 added). For each participant 4 scores
were registered: standard before and after (31 statements) and extended
before and after (40 statements). In the further analysis the extended results
were taken into consideration. All the questionnaire questions are included
in the Appendix C.

In the experiment, each participant was asked to:

1. Assess empathy before using the interface (answer the QCAE)

2. Complete the experimental task:

2.1. Complete the tasks with the eye tracker interface (test group)

2.2. Look at a selection of abstract images (control group)

3. Assess empathy after using the interface (answer the QCAE)

Figure 3.1: Design of the experiment.

The level of empathy measured by the questionnaire before and after
using the interface should show if the empathy among the participants
increased after using the experimental framework. The tested hypothesis
assumed the effect should be seen after the experiment. It means the
level of empathy among the participants in the test group was expected to
increase after answering the E-tran tasks. The empathy in the test group has
increased, however, not as much as expected. Among some participants the
empathy score has decreased after the intervention. In the control group
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the empathy decreased after the experiment. The analysis of the results
revealed the following:

• Average time used on the experimental task: 25 minutes.

• Positive correlation between the time spent and empathy score
(difference between empathy measured after and before) for the
participants who spent more than 10 minutes on the task. After
around 15 minutes the score begins to decrease.

• No difference in time spent on answering the QCAE before and after
points towards full spectrum of empathy scores.

• Difference in time spent on answering the QCAE before and after
points towards decrease of the empathy.

• Average time used on the control group task: 6 min.

• No difference in the empathy score in the control group.

• Shorter time used on fulfilling the experimental task by the control
group participants.

The decrease of empathy in some of the participants is contrary to
common intuition and hypothesis testing. To explain the results, the
authors discuss the possible flaws in the design of the experiment and the
questionnaire used to assess the empathy level. According to the authors,
the lack of effect and decreasing empathy score might be caused by the
fact the participant got bored or irritated. Most of the participants used
less time when answering the QCAE after the practical task and expressed
tiredness after fulfilling the experiment. The second QCAE was applied
directly after the practical E-tran task - something that could negatively
affect the patience and attention of the participants.

After the experiment was accomplished, Bhurtel et al continued to
gather the data. The data sets analysed in this thesis contain the answers
from 60 participants (Bhurtel’s experiment was based on 44 result sets.).
The further analysis focuses on the data registered for the test group. The
data set from the test group consists of 30 sets of: - questionnaire-based
empathy scores before and after the experiment tasks and - eye tracker data
registered during each of the 8 test tasks.

3.2 Data sets to be analyzed

The eye tracker recorded the eye movements and changes of the pupil
size of each participant during the experimental task. Such data sets were
not analyzed by Bhurtel et al. According to the research presented in
chapter 2, it is possible to asses attention based on eye movements and
pupil diameter registered by eye tracker device. Following the authors
suggestion regarding the lack of attention causing the low empathy score,
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we will investigate if there is a correlation between pupil dilation measured
by the eye tracker and the decreasing empathy levels.

The eye-movement data and pupil size changes were registered by Tobii
Pro X3-120 eye tracking device. The eye tracker register the coordinates of
the eyes with the sampling rate of 120 Hz. Pupil diameter is registered
with a lower rate of 40 Hz [51]. The data is saved as time series, with the
timestamp of each registration. The following properties relevant for the
further analysis of the eye are registered by the eye tracking device during
the task:

Recording timestamp (data type: integer) shows the number of elapsed
seconds since the previous event registration. Starts on 0 in each user-
file.

Participant name (data type: string): registered name of the participant,
saved in format "Participant000x" where x is the number 1-60.

Event (data type: enumeration, nullable): registered event or null when
no event registered. Gives information about changes during
the recording. Possible values: RecordingStart, RecordingEnd, Eye
tracker Calibration start, Eye tracker Calibration end, ImageStimulusStart,
ImageStimulusEnd, MouseEvent.

Pupil diameter left (data type: float): registered diameter of the left pupil.

Pupil diameter right (data type: float): registered diameter of the right
pupil.

Eye movement type (data type: enumeration, nullable): type of the eye
movement registered at the time. Possible values: Fixation, Saccade,
Unclassified, EyesNotFound, null.

Data for all the 8 tasks were saved in the one file per participant.
Column "Event" contains the information about the start and the end of the
measurement (values: ImageStimulusStart for start and ImageStimulusEnd
for end of the registration of the task).

For the code used to analyze the data please see the GitHub reference
link in Appendix D.

3.3 Pre-processing of the data sets

Event type: null and EyesNotFound

Event types registered by the eye tracker are: Fixation, Saccade, Unclassified,
EyesNotFound, null. The event types significant for the analysis are Fixation
and Saccade. All the other events can be classified as one type. Data
in the Event column was transformed so that all the null-values and
EyesNotFound where changed to the event type Unclassified.
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Figure 3.2: Left and right pupil size changes for one participant during one
attempt.

Participant’s number of attempts

The experiment in the test group consisted of 8 consecutive tasks. Of the
30 participants in the test group, 24 participants had registered 8 time-
series (one for each experiment task). These were considered in the further
analysis. Participants number 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 33 were rejected due to too
many registered attempts (respectively: 16, 24, 32, 40, 49 and 9 attempts).
In the control group the control task consisted of 4 attempts. Only the
participants with 4 registered attempts were taken into consideration.
Participants number 2, 4, 6, 8 and 32 were rejected due to too few or too
many registered attempts (respectively: 3, 5, 9, 13 and 17 attempts).

Average diameter from both eyes

Due to the sampling frequency, 2/3 of the data points for eye pupil
registration are missing for both pupils. In addition, a smaller number of
the data points is missing for either left or right pupil due to other unknown
variables.

Human eye pupils are generally equal in size and any changes of the
pupil size are consensual [20]. Based on this assumption it should be
possible to continue the analysis of data with mean value of the both pupils,
instead of analyzing left and right pupil separately. For the data points
where value for one of the pupils is missing, the size of the other pupil
could be used as average. Figure 3.2 shows a typical example of the
changes of one participant pupil size during one of the experiment tasks.
The values registered for left and right eye pupil are mostly overlapping
on the graph which indicates they are quantitatively similar.

A scatter plot of the left and right pupil is visualized in the Figure
3.3. The correlation coefficient between the left and right pupil size for the
measurement visualized in Figure 3.3 equals 0.69, and is calculated from
the formula:
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r = ∑n
i=1(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)√

∑n
i=1(xi − x̄)2

√
∑n

i=1(yi − ȳ)2.
(3.1)

Correlation coefficient for grouped event types is as follows: a)
fixations: 0.74 b) saccades: 0.52 c) unclassified: 0.61. Figure 3.4 shows
scatter plots of the left and right pupil size grouped by the event type label.
Correlation coefficient can have a value between -1 and 1, where values
closest to 1 (resp. -1) mean strong positive (resp. negative) correlation.
Correlation coefficient with value of 0.69 can be interpreted as a significant
positive correlation. Based on this finding, in the further data analysis the
mean value from both pupils was used, and if the value from one eye was
missing, the existing value was used as mean.

Figure 3.3: Scatter plot of the left and right pupil diameter for one
participant one during attempt.

After the pre-processing the data registered for each participant form
the test group consists of eight time series with the following information
registered over time:

• average pupil size in millimeter

• mutually exclusive registered eye event type: saccacde (label = 3),
fixation (label = 2) or unclassified (label = 1)

The typical attempt data is visualised in Figure 3.5. This data was the
basis for the further analysis presented in the following sections.
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(a) Fixations (b) Saccades (c) Unclassified

Figure 3.4: Scatter plot of the left and right pupil diameter for one
participant one during attempt. Grouped by event type.

Figure 3.5: Illustration of a slice of the series for each attempt of each
participant, including the label (fixation, saccade, unclassified) and mean
of pupils diameter.

3.4 Methodology and analysis framework

Our analysis comprehends the following steps:

• Each participant has 8 registered attempts, with a pupil diameter in
each attempt registered in time t.

• From each attempt data it is possible to derive the number and further
fraction of the events of the type saccade fS and fixation fF, participant
average pupil size D(t) and uncertainty given by standard deviation
of the pupil size in time.

• The empathy score from before and after the intervention are also was
also registered for each participant. The scores were added to the
table, along with the empathy variations (empathy after - empathy
before).

The final result matrix is visualised in the Table 3.1.
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The matrix was used in the following chapter to investigate the possible
correlations between the empathy scores and participants’ pupil diameter.
The significance of the results was tested in power analysis.
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Chapter 4

From pupil size to empathy
scores

It is know from the previous research that the pupil diameter size is
positively correlated to attention [39, 40, 41, 42]. This chapter focuses
on investigating a possible correlation between the pupil diameter size
and empathy scores gathered by Bhurtel et al in their experiment [1]. If
empathy is also positively correlated with pupil diameter size, it would be
possible to use it as a new measurement for empathy level assessment. In
further research, it could be also possible to investigate if the attention and
empathy are correlated to each other. Current methods used for assessing
the empathy level are not objective - they are based on a relative opinion
and answers of the subject. The pupil diameter could give an insight in the
empathy level based on a reaction not possible to control by the subject,
and by the same more reliable.

4.1 Typical diameters and uncertainties for each parti-
cipant

Pupil diameter was registered for each participant in each of the 8 time
series representing the intervention tasks. Standard deviation of the pupil
compared to the mean is small - the values of the pupil size in each attempt
are closely clustered to the mean (see Figure 4.1). For all the participants
see Appendix A. Consequently, we can use one single value per each
participant, averaging over 8 attempts.

The correlation between two variables is represented on a scatter plot
and by calculating and interpreting the correlation coefficient. Figures 4.2
show the scatter plot between the average pupil diameter and empathy
scores: a) before the intervention, b) after the intervention, c) difference
in measured empathy between after and before, and d) average empathy
score in the test group.

There is no clear, visible pattern in the presented Figure 4.2. For clarity,
the same figures are plotted for the control group (Figure 4.3).

Based on the diagrams, there is no correlation between the empathy
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Figure 4.1: Average pupil size with standard deviation for participant 1.
For all the results see Appendix A and B

scores and registered pupil diameter. The corresponding correlation
variables are presented in Table 4.1. Based on values of the calculated
correlation variables it is not possible to prove an existence of a relationship
between the empathy scores and pupil diameter size.

Table 4.1: Correlation coefficient for pupil diameter and empathy scores in
test and control group.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.2: Test group: scatter plot of the average pupil size vs empathy
variations: a) empathy before, b) empathy after and c) difference empathy
after-before before and after the intervention.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.3: Control group: scatter plot of the average pupil size vs empathy
variations: a) empathy before, b) empathy after c) difference empathy after-
before and d) average empathy group before and after the intervention.
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4.2 Power analysis and hypothesis testing

Analysis of the data conducted so far has not confirmed any significant
correlation between the empathy scores and the registered mean of the
pupil size. Preferably, power analysis is conducted before the experiment
to estimate the desired sample size. In our case the experiment sample size
was already established by Bhurtel et al, but it is still possible to calculate
the statistical power for the given sample and based on the result decide
if the null hypothesis can be rejected, with the chosen sample size. In
their experiment, Bhurtel et al focused on the empathy score results when
calculation the effect size and optimal sample size. In this thesis we will
focus on the average pupil diameter and its difference between test and
control group. Power analysis depends on four variables:

• Effect size d

• Sample size N

• Level of significance α

• Power 1 - β

The first variable, effect size, can tell us how meaningful the difference
between the results from the test group and control group are. There are
known multiple measures of effect size. Cohen’s d is one of them and is
defined by:

d =
|µt − µc|

σ̃
, (4.1)

where µt and µc are the average values (scores) of the test and control
groups respectively and σ̃ is the pooled standard deviation given by

σ̃2 =
(Nt − 1)σ2

t + (Nc − 1)σ2
c

Nt + Nc − 2
. (4.2)

Table 4.2: Mean, standard deviation and number of samples in test and
control group.

By substituting the known values in the formula, we can calculate
pooled standard deviation and effect size. Table 4.2 shows the values used
in calculation of the effect for each of the groups. The calculated pooled
standard deviation σ̃ equals 0.53. The calculated effect equals 0.98. The
calculated results are presented in Table 4.4. According to the Table 4.3,
presenting the descriptors for magnitudes of d = 0.01 to 2.0, as initially
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suggested by Cohen, the calculated effect size of 0.98 is large towards very
large. A large effect size could indicate statistical significance and that the
null hypothesis can be rejected. Before any conclusions are made, power
analysis should be conducted.

Table 4.3: Cohen’s descriptors for magnitude.

Table 4.4: Calculated pooled standard deviation and effect.

The sample size equal 24 for test group and 25 for control group. We
can assume a low probability of Type-I errors with level of significance
α = 0.05 which equals 1.645 z-score from a standard normal probability
distribution. For β we will use the standard value 0.2 which gives us power
= 0.8 corresponding to 0.8416 z-score from a standard normal probability
distribution.

Table 4.5: Empathy scores before and after the intervention in test and
control group.

Our test hypothesis states that empathy is positively correlated with
pupil diameter. To support our hypothesis we would expect the pupil
diameter µt to be bigger in the group with a higher empathy score (test
group). To compare the average pupil size in the groups we can test the
following hypothesis:

Null Hypothesis H0: µt = µc (Pupil diameter in test group same as in
control group, no difference)

Test hypothesis H1: µt ̸= µc (Pupil diameter in test group different than
in control group)

To investigate if the calculated effect d is statistically significant, we
can calculate the number of participants necessary for the difference to be
statistically significant. This can be calculated from:

Nt ∼ Nc ∼=
(Zα + Z1−β)

2

D2 (4.3)
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We assume that both groups have approximately the same size (Nt ∼
Nc). The calculation gives us result 6,44 which implies a minimum sample
size of 7 participants which is more than 3 times smaller than the sample
size used in the experiment.

4.3 Summary

No correlation between pupil size and empathy score was found in the
data. The calculated effect size was measured by Cohen’s d and equals
0.98 and according to the Cohen’s descriptors of magnitude (Table 4.3) can
be interpreted as large towards very large. It means there is a significant
difference between the measured average pupil diameter in test and control
group. The statistical power of 0.8 can be achieved with sample size 7. The
results are discussed in chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and future
directions

In this thesis we addressed the question if empathy and attention in
individuals are related with each other, based on analysis of eye tracker
data. We started with a hypothesis that empathy is positively correlated
with human eye pupil diameter. If the correlation was possible to prove
based on the data collected by Bhurtel et al [1], the next step would be to
investigate the relationship between empathy and attention. The analysis
was based on the following assumptions:

• Pupil diameter is a measure of attention.

In addition, we attempted to answer the following follow-up questions:

• How significant is this relationship?

• Which statistical tools for data analysis can better uncover the
relationship between empathy and pupil diameter?

• What can a data scientist learn from this data?

The collected data was structured in form of a matrix (Table 3.1) which
contained the information about the time series (attempts) for each
participant, variations of empathy scores and average values of pupil
diameter during the attempts. The data from the matrix was used in
further data analysis and calculation. We tried to find the relationship
between the eye pupil diameter and variations of empathy score in test
and control group by calculating correlation coefficients and analyzing
scatter plots. The calculated correlation coefficients for the pupil size and
empathy variations were very low and negative in almost all case with one
exception of average empathy score before intervention vs pupil size in
control group (Table 4.2). Intuitively, based on our assumption backed up
by the previous research that the eye pupil diameter is positively correlated
with attention, we would expect a positive correlation between empathy
score and pupil size in test group, where empathy scores slightly increased
after the intervention. The calculated correlation values are not only very
low, but also negative in almost all the cases presented in the Table 4.2.
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There is one exception in control group where the coefficient is positive.
Comparing pupil diameter between both groups, power analysis proved
that the size effect is large and the sample size of 25 is around 3 times
higher than the sample size required for the difference to be statistically
significant. We can therefore reject the hypothesis that both groups have
the same average pupil diameter. However, the results of power analysis
should be interpreted together with the registered empathy scores from the
both groups (Table 4.5) and average pupil size registered for both groups.
We can see the results are contrary to the expected: pupil diameter is higher
in control group where the empathy score is lower and has decreased after
the intervention. Intuitively, we would expect the pupil diameter to be
bigger in the group with a higher empathy score (test group). All the
mentioned findings can point towards a bias in the data. Both the design
of the experiment, and the technical aspects of the intervention could affect
the results. The flaws in the experiment design were already mentioned
by Bhurtel et al as a possible explanation of the decrease of the empathy
among some participants. Bhurtel et al mentions that the participants,
especially in the test group, reported tiredness after performing a task.
Most participants used less time to fill the questionnaire in post-experiment
than before. The authors suggest impatience as a reason of decrease in the
empathy score. It is possible the participants in the test group were more
impatient, less focused and the average pupil size reflects the way they
felt. The lack of correlation between empathy and pupil diameter in the
analyzed data is contrary to the results from other research [52] and can
also indicate flaws in the design of the experiment. However, the questions
about the quality of the data undermine the credibility of the results. The
results presented in this thesis are not sufficient to answer the research
question. Instead of rejecting the null hypothesis based on these results, we
could assume that the test hypothesis is correct, but the experiment must
be done in a different way.

The design of the experiment has two aspects which can be discussed
as possible areas for improvements: (i) technical - how the data is collected,
and (ii) content - what is supposed to engage the participants emotionally.

The human eye pupil can react to many factors. The design of the eye
tracking studio defining the physical conditions during the experiment can
influence both the conscious and unconscious reactions of the participants.
The light conditions, noise from the outside, possible interruptions can
cause a behaviour of the pupil which can be mistakenly interpreted as
increase or decrease of attention or empathy [53]. The physical and
psychological condition of the participants is also an important factor.
Tiredness or anticipation can influence attention and eye’s reaction. Some
research [52] suggests the pupil size increases more in reaction to a pleasant
emotion than an unpleasant one. Maybe the experiment provided an
unpleasant situation to some of the participants and led contraction rather
than dilation of the pupil. The light conditions during the experiment must
be exactly same for all participants. All the external factors, like noise
from the outside or possible interruptions should be prevented. Moreover,
the participants should be in a similar psycho-physical state during the
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intervention and they should not be under influence of any substances
which can affect the pupil diameter or pupillary response. As it is known,
some medicine can have this kind of side effects [54].

The experiment consisted of 3 stages: questionnaire before the interven-
tion, intervention, questionnaire after the intervention. In this experiment,
the eye pupil was only used during the intervention. To collect more data,
the eye tracker could be used also during the stage 1 and 3 when parti-
cipants filled out the questionnaire to be able to compare pupil diameter
before, during and after the intervention.

The pupillary data could be analyzed in different way. Zhang et al
analyzed the changes of the pupil diameter over time and focused on
the peak values [52]. It could be possible to analyze the relation of the
peak values of the pupil diameter with the registered event types and
their duration to find a different correlations in the data. The possible
relation between fixation durations registered during the interventions,
and the empathy scores was not investigated in this thesis due to the time
constraints of the project. This should be investigated in the future as the
results can give insights into the attention level of the participants and
contribute to the explanation of the little increase of the empathy scores
in the test group.

Among many other definitions, empathy can be explained as a subject
having a similar emotional state to another person as a result of the accurate
perception of the other person’s situation [55]. One may ask a question if
the design of the experiment proposed and conducted by Bhurtel et al [1]
gave the participants an opportunity to experience the world in a way a
person with a lock-in syndrome does. The lack of increase in the empathy
score among the participants can be the result of the lack of experiencing
the situation of the person unable to communicate in any other way than
with their eyes.

The development of Virtual Reality (VR) technology in the recent years
made it possible to create a virtual setting where the user can be a part of
the context instead of imagining it or watching it from the outside. There
were many attempts of using VR in research experiments, some of them
reviewed and documented by Wai Hin Wan et al [56]. In this review, they
analyse the results from health-related research where the VR simulation
is used in order to enhance the empathy level among the care givers and
doctors in the health sector. Many experiments proved enhanced empathy
toward patients with various challenges like Alzheimer’s disease [57],
dyslexia [58] and dementia [59]. The results confirm the increase of the
empathy among the participants. Creating a VR simulation of a situation
of person with a lock-in syndrome could give a better opportunity for the
participants to feel the same as the patients.

Another fact worth attention is the test group chosen in the research
described by Wai Hin Wan et al. Most of the researchers chose the test
group among the caregivers, doctors and people who can relate to the
problem in a more personal way. Bhurtel et al also mentions in his
research that the people who had a personal relation to a person with
lock-in syndrome scored higher in the empathy assessment than other
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participants.
The time frame of this thesis (January 2022 - May 2022) did not allow to

conduct a new experiment with any of the proposed changes. In the future,
a new experiment with a different design could contribute to collect data
to better assess the test hypothesis presented in this thesis.
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Full results for test group
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Appendix B

Full results for control group
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Empathy score questionnaire
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Questionnaires: 

Furthermore the data is collected through the help of questionnaire, that is QCAE 

(Questionnaire of cognitive and affective empathy). Questionnaire consists of 31 
questions, and we have added 9 more questions which is more related to our 

research. The questionnaire is mentioned below. 

The questions are: 

1. I sometimes find it difficult to see things from the ‘other guy’s’ point of view. 

2.  I am usually objective when I watch a film or play, and I don’t often get 
completely caught up in it. 

3.  I try to look at everybody’s side of a disagreement before I make a decision. 

4.  I sometimes try to understand my friends better by imagining how things look 
from their perspective. 

5.  When I am upset at someone, I usually try to ‘put myself in his shoes' for a 
while. 

6. Before criticising somebody, I try to imagine how I would feel if I was in their 

place. 
7. I often get emotionally involved with my friends’ problems. 

8. I am inclined to get nervous when others around me seem to be nervous. 
9. People I am with have a strong influence on my mood. 

10. It affects me very much when one of my friends seems upset. 

11. I often get deeply involved with the feelings of a character in a film, play or 
novel. 

12. I get very upset when I see someone cry. 
13. I am happy when I am with a cheerful group and sad when the others are 

glum. It worries me when others are worrying and panicky. 

14. I can easily tell if someone else wants to enter a conversation. 
15. I can pick up quickly if someone says one thing but means another. 

16. It is hard for me to see why some things upset people so much. 
17. I find it easy to put myself in somebody else's shoes. 

18. I am good at predicting how someone will feel. 



19. I am quick to spot when someone in a group is feeling awkward or 
uncomfortable. 

20.Other people tell me I am good at understanding how they are feeling and 
what they are thinking. 

21. I can easily tell if someone else is interested or bored with what I am saying. 

22.Friends talk to me about their problems as they say that I am very 
understanding. 

23. I can sense if I am intruding, even if the other person does not tell me. 
24. I can easily work out what another person might want to talk about 

25. I can tell if someone is masking their true emotion. 

26. I am good at predicting what someone will do. 
27. I can usually appreciate the other person's viewpoint, even if I do not agree 

with it. 
28. I usually stay emotionally detached when watching a film. 

29. I always try to consider the other fellow's feelings before I do 

30.something. 
31.Before I do something I try to consider how my friends will react to it. 

32. I feel frustrated when I cannot communicate my ideas. 
33. I complete the sentences of other people when they find it difficult to 

communicate their ideas to help them. 

34. If someone is suffering from stutter, I prefer speaking rather than texting. 
35. I try to be patient when people speak with me very slowly. 

36. In a situation, when there are handicapped students in a classroom, the pace 
of the class should be adapted to the handicapped student. 

37. In a situation, when there are only one handicapped student in a classroom, 

the pace of the class should be adapted to him/her independently of how 
many students are in the class. 

38. I feel impatient when people communicate slowly, so I complete other 
people’s sentences to make the communication more efficient.  

39. I believe that the handicapped students should catch the pace of the group in 

a classroom to not delay the progress of other students. 
40. I feel left out (or excluded) when I cannot participate in a conversation. 

 



Appendix D

Link to GitHub code used in
analysis of the data sets

Link to GitHub: https://github.com/martadubas/eye-tracker-analysis
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